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As an experienced entrepreneur, speaker, and business consultant, Frank focuses on human-computer interaction and the 
impact of digitalization on our society. He is the founder, CEO and creative mind of foresee, a company developing 
interactive solutions at the intersection of humans, design, and technology.  
foresee supports global companies and banks with interactive meeting rooms and software solutions for collaboration and 
consulting. Being an independent consultant and facilitator, Frank empowers international clients to innovate and meet the 
challenges of our time. He is passionate about technology but distrusts the hype as well as the speech bubbles of modern 
business.  
Partnering at different research projects, he supports the Swiss think tank W.I.R.E. as a member of the board and the 
Convention Camp Conference as Creative Director. In his talks and articles in well-known magazines and books he outlines 
future innovations and visions, learnings from the past and a realistic picture of the present state of human-computer 
interaction.  
He is also Co-Author of the FintechBook, the first crowdsourced book about the financial technology revolution and the 
disruption, innovation and opportunity therein. His topics range from worldwide collaboration to future banking, from the 
impact of artificial intelligence to the power of a distributed ledger technology and from the future of fashion to the vanishing 
CMO.  
Even if his creativity produces compelling ideas under any circumstances, the passionate marathon runner and racing cyclist 
gets the most striking impulses on the longer distance. He lives in Berlin, has three kids and loves sharing, no matter the 
apartment or the car.  

 . 

topics including: 
Banking like water 
The future is ours | About robots and new work 
Distrust the hype | The gentle rise of sustainable innovation 
Code and Couture | The future of fashion 
Tech, shut up. Design is talking | The future of design 
There is art in artificial intelligence | AI vs Human 
Bloc Party or Chain of Fools | A helicopter view on blockchain 

talks including:  
TEDx Marrakesh | Marrakesh, MAR 

Most Wanted:Music, Berlin/GER 
re:publica, Berlin/GER 
TOA, Berlin/GER 
CeBIT Global Conference, Hannover/GER 
IBM Connect, Orlando/USA 
Euroforum - Rethinking Banking, Frankfurt/GER 
Worktech 15, Berlin/GER 
BITS Global Conference, Porto Alegre/Brasil 
Westiform, Bern/CH 
IBM Collaboration Days, Stuttgart/GER 
Haus der Zukunft, Zürich/CH 
W.I.R.E., Zürich/CH 
Richmond Marketing Forum, Bad Ragaz/CH 

talks in German and English. 
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THERE IS ART IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The ability of both modern business and scientific research to deal with the impact of truly groundbreaking technological 
advances to our society is at least quite limited. Their focus on technical feasibility as well as oecnomic profitability and 
academic reputation stands in their way.  For arts, credibility is key. Especially the narrative expression of novel writers and 
sci-fi filmmakers.  

After a short introduction to the routes and current state of artificial intelligence this talk will outline four different scenarios for 
the encounter of the human ancestor with its synthetic descendant. It ranges from robots or humans final victory (the Neo 
and Lucy scenario) to the robots leaving us lonely behind or never reaching sufficient level of human intelligence (the 
Samantha and Andrew scenario). Art will help us to understand.  

No matter coexistence or no existence, all possible progressions share one simple message  
- we, you and me, have to deal with it. 
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BLOC PARTY OR CHAIN OF FOOLS - A HELICOPTER VIEW ON BLOCKCHAIN 

Stop being, so American. 
Transparency lifts the curtain. 
The curtain, that covers our worthless existence as consumers. 
The curtain, that made us believe, democracy is a quadrennial casting show. 

Bury your head in the sand. 
Hiding is not an option. 
Trump and Brexit,  
Climate change and inequality,  
Financial crisis and post democracy. 
All too obvious. 

Some things will never be different. 
Blockchain technology is different.  
Potentially changing everything. 
Politics, society and economics. 
What are our values, 
how do we live with them and  
and how to exchange. 

Are you hoping for a miracle. 
There will be no miracle. 
We have to change the system from the ground. 
Active and direct.  
Without the old middle men.  
Without their money. 

Why can't you be, more European. 
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BANKING LIKE WATER 

In his famous New York Times interview David Bowie described the future of the music industry with “music like water”.  
12 years later we listen to songs on Spotify and gain mobile access to a nearly endless music library. As a result, we witness 
diminishing intellectual property, the extinction of copyright and an entirely new business model for music.  
Similar scenarios apply to movies, transportation and the way we consume media. 

Banking is next. Digitalization and intelligent algorithms put the financial industry under immense pressure. Their products 
and services are not even original or unique. However, they transform in the same way as music to being completely digital 
and ubiquitous. In addition, clients are losing trust, new competition from Fintech is arising and stronger regulations erode a 
business model that was supposed to be safe. What about banking becoming an infrastructural component too? What 
about a new currency that is not backed up by governments and political unions but by communities? What if Fintechs 
continue to cherry-pick services but miss to deliver an integrated user-friendly solution?  

Nowadays there is almost no business area of banks that is not fundamentally questioned by Fintech startups or peer to 
peer networks. Payment is increasingly done mobile and digital, financing via crowd funding is still taking off, investments 
based on algorithms and cognitive computing are rising — you name it. 

It is time to rethink banking radically — if at all. 

tl;dr 
the business model of banking is eroding 
fundamental change is inevitable 
what are the options?  
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THE FUTURE IS OURS | ABOUT ROBOTS AND NEW WORK 

On the one hand, robots will take over much of the work we are doing today. Presumably not only the physically exhausting 
work or the work nobody wants to do, but also highly qualified jobs, threatening even creative snowflakes. On the other 
hand, the arising start-up culture, maker movement, and share economy define what might be our jobs of the future.  

Beyond doubt, work itself is meaningful. It allows us to make a living and gives meaning to our lives. History shows that all 
industrial revolutions so far had positive effects ultimately leading to the increase of wealth in transformed societies. 
In the 18th century, the Luddites tried hard to reverse the wheel of history in the British textile industry, the inherent logic of 
our economic system’s ongoing search for improvements in productivity kept them from succeeding. 

Again today we struggle with the pace that tech corporations are dictating. They are not to blame, as they exist to provide 
whatever technology makes possible. It is our societies responsibility to deal with the social aftermath of industrial revolutions 
triggered by new technologies to prepare future generations to find or create useful and fulfilling jobs. 

One of the biggest misunderstandings in today's economy is the so-called hype around start-ups, new business models and 
different ways of working  - the truth is: it's not a hype. Certainly not the kind that will be over soon. It will irreversibly change 
our perspectives as a user and the way markets work. Digitalization and automatization question the fundamental model of 
our economy as Jeremy Rifkin states with the zero marginal costs society.    
  
All this will force us to rethink our organizations, products, and processes as well as to take responsibility again and answer 
the essential ethical question of our future society. 

tl;dr 
robots and artificial intelligence are taking over 
the understanding of labour and the way markets work changes fundamentally  
human vs or in cooperation with machines 
what needs to be done? 
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DISTRUST THE HYPE | THE GENTLE RISE OF SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION 

According to a common saying sustainable innovation that will affect the next 10 to 15 years in technology is already here 
today. In other words, almost all crucial innovations are not coming out of the blue but have a long story to tell. Most people 
forgot or never knew that Apple already paid to great parts for the success of the iPhone years before with the mega-flop of 
a device named Apple Newton.  

This is not only interesting trivia but at the same time, it is excellent news as it means we only have to observe precisely, 
listen carefully and draw the right conclusions. As easy as this sounds, everybody knows to some extent that this is a highly 
complicated task. It is simply not that easy to recognize the beauty within all this noisy tech circus. 

Visionary thinking, trend reports and searching for the day after tomorrow are en vogue but not much more than dry runs. 
And quite easy, as there isn't any proof needed for that distant future. Far more complicated is to think about what needs to 
be changed tomorrow as this implies activities today. A realistic view of the present and learnings from the past conclude the 
picture of sustainable innovation beyond tech hypes and marketing noise. 

tl;dr 
it is difficult to distinguish noise from sound 
a holistic view of the past, the present, and the future is necessary 
how to find an answer to a question not asked yet 
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CODE AND COUTURE | THE FUTURE OF FASHION 

Offering a unique, highly emotional and physical product made the fashion industry feel safe. Somehow. Not anymore.  

To think about fashion as software and a collection of data obviously doesn't fit with the creative work of fashion designers. 
However, the ability to (freely) access and copy data combined with the access to modern production methods for all of us 
will substitute couture for code. Technology will lead to an unprecedented form of individualization. And this with high speed. 

Modern hardware and software will not only empower users to create what they have in mind but also to produce it right 
away. In that case, copyright has to be rethought entirely. The time of mass production, a legitimate child of the industrial 
revolution, might be over somehow leapfrogging backward to made to order. Not a bad choice facing today's negative 
impact of the fashion industry to the labor market and our environment. Smart fabrics, 3D printing, and bio-couture are right 
for revolutionizing the fashion market allowing for designs and features you wouldn't dream of today. 

But we are not finished yet. Despite its typical purpose fashion extends its functionality to health and fitness as well as to 
communication and security features. Repairing gets important. Last but not least the well-rehearsed rhythm of the fashion 
world is losing its beat. There is a new player on stage, the prosumer. 

Musicians earn their money today on stage (again), with massive multimedia shows and, thanks to social media, well 
connected to their crowd. Where is the disrupting fashion show on stage? 

tl;dr 
creation, production, marketing and usage of fashion changes 
business models and value chains getting mixed up 
from mass production back to made to order, empowering the prosumer  
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